ligateam 6
Acoustic hub for DECT headsets conference
ligateam 6 is a simple tool to compose on demand communication solutions.
ligateam 6 put in conference, in full duplex dialog, without weakening and parametrage, with an
excellent acoustic quality, 6 DECT headsets several brands.
An extension 10, 14, 18 positions can be realised by connecting several ligateam 6.
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The acoustic hub ligateam 6 is principaly dedicated to
conferences between people with DECT headsets : drives,
hospitals, scientific laboratories, test groups, fast-foods.
Extension 10/14/18.
The operators converse hand free and adjust the volumes on
their headsets.

recording - playing messages

operator in angiography

Special terminals add ergonomic functions :
- listening on amplified loudspeaker
- speaking over microphone desk
- dialog with microphone loudspeaker totem
- telephone conversation
- dialog and supervision of group in safety clothes
- recording and playing of messages

Kit ligateam 6

- box ligateam L 154 x H 38 x D 108 mm
. 6 ports RJ9 - 1 port RJ45
. current presence led
- power supply 230 V/15 V

Conference supervisor desk

- directionnal microphone with flexible arm
- button to speak
- permanent listening
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ADDITIONAL FUNCTIONS
Extension ligateam 10, 14, 18 bases
- additional ligateam 6 with power supply
- connexion with RJ9/RJ9 crossed cable W-G

Y-R
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Conference loudspeaker listening
- amplifier 6 W, potentiometer
40.006.06 40.006.32 400.054.01 41.054.96

Recording - Playing

- audio in - audio out unit
- 2 jack 3,5/jack 3,5 cables
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Dialog
in drive

- microphone/LS on car side
- central unit

Telephone communication

One ligateam is dedicated for call receiving. It
is connected to the conference ligateam with
crossed cable
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Conference in P4 laboratory

Agents in contaminated rooms are working in closed safety suits and communicate
only with DECT headset conference.
ligateam provides the conference without clic and weakening :
- each group is connected on a ligateam with a supervisor desk
- 2 or 3 groups can be connected together
- a telephone connection individual or from the group can be released over ligateam
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